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Overview
Given: A group of protein sequences, which have same function and have somewhat similarity between each other.

Input: A protein sequence with unknown function.

Output: If this query sequence belongs to the given cluster based on some rules.

Representation of Sequences Cluster
Neighbor-joining is a bottom-up clustering method used for the creation of phylogenetic trees, usually based on DNA or protein sequences. However, it requires knowledge of pairwise distance between each pair of sequences. So we can use a distance matrix to represent a cluster of sequences. There are various ways of calculating pairwise sequences distance, such as Smith-Waterman algorithm\(^1\), BLAST\(^2\), multiple sequence alignment and relative Lempel-Ziv Complexity\(^3\), which is alignment free. For easy implementation and fast speed, I will use multiple sequence alignment (using CLUSTALW\(^4\) package) to calculate the distance matrix (using Phylip\(^5\) package).

Neighbor-Joining Tree Construction
Neighbor-Joining tree is calculated using the standard methods\(^6,7\).
At each step, a Q-matrix is calculated based on the distance matrix in order to find the pair of sequences with lowest Q value. The Q value for sequence i, j is calculated using equation:

\[
Q(i, j) = (r - 2)d(i, j) - \sum_{k=1}^{r} d(i, k) - \sum_{k=1}^{r} d(j, k)
\]

A new internal node (u) joining these two sequences is created on the tree. Then calculate the branch length of each of the two sequences (f, g) to this newly created internal node (u) using equation:

\[
d(f, u) = \frac{1}{2}d(f, g) + \frac{1}{2(r - 2)} \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{r} d(f, k) - \sum_{k=1}^{r} d(g, k) \right]
\]

Before joining next two nearest neighbors, we have to update the distance matrix by joining the two neighbors of current step. And the distance of other sequences to this pair of neighbors is calculated as:

\[
d(u, k) = \frac{1}{2} [d(f, k) - d(f, u)] + \frac{1}{2} [d(g, k) - d(g, u)]
\]

Repeat this process until all sequences are joined together into a neighbor-joining tree.

Criteria for Classification
1. Sequence with longest branch length
In a neighbor-joining tree, if one leaf has the longest branch length overall, then it means this sequence evolves too fast compared with all other sequences. So if this sequence is the query sequence, then it does not belong to this group of sequences.
2. Sequence finally joined into the tree
Because at each step, neighbor-joining method is trying to merge two nearest neighbors in order to minimize the branch lengths of the whole tree. The sequence, which is the last one joined into the tree, increases the whole branch lengths of the tree most. So if this sequence is the query sequence, I consider it not belonging to this group of sequences.

**Summary**
The assumption behind this method is that if a group of sequences have same function and mechanism, then they are evolved from a same origin. So there is unknown evolutionary history behind these sequences. Neighbor-joining method is a good way to recover this evolutionary process based on maximum parsimony. If the query sequence evolves too fast or costs most (last joined) in a tree, there are two possibilities. This sequence has the same origin with other sequences but does not maintain the same function anymore. Or this sequence does not have the same origin with other sequences; hence they do not share same function. Both cases indicate that this query sequence does not belong to this group of sequences, and they do not share same function. So this classification method can be used for protein function annotation.
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